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Introduction

Education changes lives, it
provides opportunity, it

enables individuals to shape
their futures, it builds stronger,

more tolerant and cohesive
societies, it is the foundation of

a strong economy. In short,
education matters.

 

 
The Pupil Inclusion Project is for young people with difficulties, not for
difficult young people designed and delivered by Cardiff Youth Service.

 
Designed to meet the ever changing needs of young people who are at

risk of, or who have been excluded from mainstream education, the
Pupil Inclusion Project offers a flexible and organic alternative

educational Programme for pupils aged 11-16. 
 

Our aim is to offer young people the skills and confidence to develop
and make positive changes in their lives, particularly in relation to work
and education and post 16 pathways. We hope that the young people

will contribute effectively to their communities as a result.

 
 
 



Aim 
 

The aim of the project is to help develop the academic, personal and
social potential of each individual in the most professional and

concerned way. This is achieved through supporting young people’s
re-integration into mainstream education, vocational training or

further education.
 



  
  

The primary purpose of the Pupil Inclusion Project is to raise each pupil’s self-The primary purpose of the Pupil Inclusion Project is to raise each pupil’s self-
esteem and confidence, thereby developing their life and social skills. This involvesesteem and confidence, thereby developing their life and social skills. This involves

setting realistic, achievable targets based on the young person's choice and asetting realistic, achievable targets based on the young person's choice and a
planned programme of events.planned programme of events.  

  
We provide an organic, safe and stimulating learning environment givingWe provide an organic, safe and stimulating learning environment giving

opportunities to develop personal knowledge and skills. Each young person isopportunities to develop personal knowledge and skills. Each young person is
treated as an individual through our flexible, informal approach. We achieve this bytreated as an individual through our flexible, informal approach. We achieve this by

having realistic expectations based on the individual's history and needs andhaving realistic expectations based on the individual's history and needs and
aspirations.aspirations.  

  
Many vulnerable learners fail to succeed or do well enough because they do not feelMany vulnerable learners fail to succeed or do well enough because they do not feel

included within our current education system. Vulnerable learners many of whomincluded within our current education system. Vulnerable learners many of whom
face barriers to engagement need additional support in order to re engage with fullface barriers to engagement need additional support in order to re engage with full

time learning or transition into an appropriate alternative. The Pupil Inclusiontime learning or transition into an appropriate alternative. The Pupil Inclusion
Project provides a strong culture of inclusion to ensure all learners remain engaged.Project provides a strong culture of inclusion to ensure all learners remain engaged.

Purpose



The core objective of the Pupil Inclusion project is to offer a broad range ofThe core objective of the Pupil Inclusion project is to offer a broad range of
challenging, educational and social experiences, which allows participants to bechallenging, educational and social experiences, which allows participants to be

heard. These experiences are safe, supportive and non-threatening, and areheard. These experiences are safe, supportive and non-threatening, and are
designed to promote interpersonal relationships, confidence-building anddesigned to promote interpersonal relationships, confidence-building and

inclusivity.inclusivity.  
  

We are committed to offer programmes that facilitate:We are committed to offer programmes that facilitate:
  ·Equality of opportunity·Equality of opportunity  

·A rights respecting environment ensuring young people are involved in all that·A rights respecting environment ensuring young people are involved in all that
we dowe do  

·That raises the aspirations of all young people·That raises the aspirations of all young people  
·Embraces diversity·Embraces diversity  

·Supports parents, carers and extended families·Supports parents, carers and extended families  
·Respects and protects our natural environment·Respects and protects our natural environment

  

Objectives

The programmes and their structure aim to suit the individual needs of
its learners, removing barriers to the development of an individual's

full potential to become a lifelong learner. Therefore, appropriate
behaviour and moral development should be developed throughout

the various pathways.
 

The confidence-building and inclusive nature of the project means that
plenty of opportunities for achievement and accreditation are
provided. Celebrating success, which proves essential when

encouraging young people to participate and reflect upon their
progress, is a key part of the project.



Support

 
From our Initial diagnostic assessment to Action planning, goal setting and our

ongoing assessments of emotional, social and academic needs, allows our
bespoke support offer to compliment a planned programme of events that is

produced each term, with the help of the young people, to encourage
ownership and empowerment. This allows us to report on soft skills

measurement from start to exit. 

The project is delivered on a weekly
basis throughout the academic year,

where each young person attends one
day per week at:

Gabalfa Community Centre
Gabalfa

Cardiff CF142QQ



The curriculum is designed to enable young people to develop a
range of skills that prepare them for independence and working life.
We offer imaginative ways of supporting young people,in becoming

confident individuals who are physically, emotionally and socially
healthy, being responsible citizens who can make a positive

contribution to society and embrace change and manage risk
together with their own well-being, as well as introducing them to
new activities and challenging experiences. We understand young

people need to have a range of wider skills necessary for the
demands of modern life and work, all of which are embedded into

the curriculum on offer and include; 
 

 Curriculum
The curriculum on offer has four main purposes that seek to enable all young

people to become:
• Ambitious capable learners - ready to learn throughout their lives

• Ethical informed citizens - ready to be citizens of Wales and the world
• Enterprising creative contributors – ready to play a full part in life and work

• Healthy confident individuals – ready to lead fulfilling lives as valued
members of

society

Critical thinking, problem solving, planning and organising, working with
others, research, discussion, creativity and innovation, personal
effectiveness, improving own learning and performance, literacy,
numeracy and digital Competency. All young people will get the

opportunity to learn from experts in their field and have access to
experiences of work through our partners and specific projects on

offer throughout the academic year. 



Curriculum 

Qualifications & Accreditation
 

• BTEC
 

• ASDAN - Personal Social Development & Award & Certificate of Personal
effectiveness

 
• Duke Of Edinburgh Bronze & Silver Awards

 
• Agored Cymru – Personal Social Education

 
Qualifications are accredited by Ofqual, qualifications Wales, CCEA and appear

on the QIW database

https://qualifications.pearson.com/en/qualifications/btec-nationals.html
https://www.asdan.org.uk/personal-development-programmes/
https://www.asdan.org.uk/personal-development-programmes/
https://www.dofe.org/do/awardachievement/
https://www.agored.cymru/Units-and-Qualifications/Units


Feedback 

“I really enjoy PIP, staff are amazing and
supportive”

"PIP is sick, we always have a laugh"

"I love coming to PIP! Half days are
not enough, I would love full days"

"Molly was so pleased with her icare
box. Thank you for always going above

and beyond for her!"



Pathways, Courses & Programmes 

At The Pupil Incusion Project we aim to provide opportunities for change and
success for all young people. We achieve this by addressing and removing

barriers to engagement and learning so that each young person can fulfill their
true potential.



Duke of Edinburgh
Whilst at PIP, the young people have an opportunity to take part in the Duke of

Edinburgh's Award, at Bronze and Silver level.
 

The Award is made up of four sections to complete at the Bronze and Silver
levels. They involve :

Helping the community/environment
Becoming fitter

Developing new skills
Planning, training and completing an Expedition

All the activities the young people take part in whilst at PIP, fall into the different
sections of the DofE programme.

 
Through a DofE programme, young people have fun, improve their self

esteem, and build confidence. They gain essential skills and attributes for work
and life such as resilience, problem-solving, team-working, communication, and

drive, which in turn, enhances CVs and job applications.



At PIP, we also offer a Level 1 Introduction to Play Work course. 
 

This course aims to raise the young peoples awareness of a child's right to play and
promote good practice. 

 
During the course we identify and discuss : 

What is Play? 
The benefits of play 

The effects of adults on children's play 
The risks and benefits of certain play activities 
Barriers to play & how they can be minimised 

Stimulating Play Spaces 
Creating an ideal play space 

 
This course equips the young people with the tools to offer best practice in their future
play work settings. (Paid or Voluntary) They also have the chance whilst engaging in this
course to take part in a voluntary placement in their area to gain play work experience.

 
 This course is a great pathway for progressing onto the L2 Play Work course, childcare at

college or will look great on your CV. Our Play Work tutor has also offered character
references for future jobs / placements for the young people who engage in the course.

Playwork L1



Delivered in partnership with Black Sheep & Arc Training, this course has
been designed to offer young people an insight into the world of

construction. The course is delivered by industry professionals and qualified
experienced trainers 1 day a week for 12 weeks or 2 days a week for 6 weeks.

 
Option 1 based in all our neighbourhood centres offering practical on site

experience as well as accreditation in the following QNUK Award in Health &
Safety L1 L2 Award Asbestos awareness, manual Handling and Working at

Heights with ladders plus the CSCS 5 year exemption card.
#CYSGetintoConstruction 

 
 Option 2 an online only model with a bespoke learning platform of easy to
follow tutorials , 121 support sessions and activities with accreditation as

above. On completion of the online course on site work experience can be
offered. 

A transportable digital profile will be created to include all elements of the
course, qualifications and experiences of work. 

 
Progression – into work further support – CITB training hub – work

experience .

Into Construction



Bike Mechanics 
 

1 session a week per young working towards Agored level 1,2, and 3 in bike
maintenance. Working in partnership with the Transport Department &

Cycle Training Wales to offer Cycle proficiency training experiences of work,
peer education sessions at linked primary schools and community

volunteering opportunities working towards #CYSCycleToEducation –
successful participants on completion of the course have a bike to ride to

and from their educational provision #CYSGetCycling and improve
confidence, health & wellbeing, fitness and independence. BTEC Vocational

skills DofE Skill & Volunteering. 
 
 



Through the Pupil Inclusion Project, we aim to deliver sessions around
independent life skills. 

 
These include sessions such as first aid, food and hygiene and future

progression, all of which give the young people skills for life.
 

Working in partnership with the school and Careers Wales, we aim to support
all young people into destinations for them to progress in their lives. We

complete 'Next Steps' worksheets with all young people to assess where they
are now, where they want to be once finishing school and what we need to do

together to get there.
 

We visit all colleges (CAVC, St. Davids, ACT, ITEC etc) to give young people the
opportunity to speak to course tutors to give them an insight into their

potential options and hopefully build their confidence surrounding college.
 

As part of the independent life skills programme, we cover their Personal
Social Education (PSE) through workshops such as sexual health, drug

awareness and crimes and consequences. We often use partnership agencies
to deliver these subjects.

Post 16 - Independent Life Skills 



This course has been designed for young people who are interested in fitness and
keeping or wanting to get fit, introducing health wellbeing and food nutrition as well

as an introduction to cooking on a budget.
 

This course is delivered over 1 day per week in a variety of settings, that has an
emphasis on practical learning. Initial assessment of ability need and interest – to

include current exercise routine / regimes will be completed and we will co-develop
a programme to suit each individual. Instruction will be given offering alternatives in

order to facilitate improvements. On completion of the course young people will
complete the ACU gym Qualification offering access unsupervised to Council Gyms.

Garry Locket delivers a series of 121 and small group sessions at LLanrumney
Phoenix Gym.

 
Topics covered and areas of study will include, Boxing History, Health and Safety,
basic fitness, techniques, barriers to fitness, etiquette, muscle groups, warm up &

cool down, cardio, resistance and conditioning training plans designed to meet the
needs and abilities of the individual.

Health, Fitness & Nutrition

Key to getting and keeping fit is a understanding the importance and affect of a
healthy diet & lifestyle. In association with the NHS Diatectic team young people

will learn about food groups, the eatwell plate, and learn how to good a variety of 
nutritional well balanced meals.



A blended learning approach 

Having the opportunity to extend our learning environments has been essential
in our response to the pandemic.

 
As a team we have embraced modern technology and developed our knowledge

base and understanding of how best to utilise the internet, various online
technologies and social media platforms safely.

 
We have created a database of constantly updating online resources and

learning materials to address young people working in isolation and having
access to a plethora of stimulating, engaging and fun activities sessions and

support.
 

At the Pupil Inclusion Project our approach to learning combines face to face ,
distance, digital and online learning experiences, with the face to face aspect of

each young person’s learning, complimenting the other aspects – using the
strengths of each mode of delivery

Synchronous learning happens for those not on site on a daily basis for learners to engage
in the comfort and safety of their homes. Each young person has the opportunity to join a

group session or activity and 121 mentoring support session if required.
Asynchronosis learning - we have developed a number of online classrooms and

resources as well as easy to follow videos that learners can engage with and complete
and return when it suits them.



Further Information

CBartlett@cardiff.gov.ukCBartlett@cardiff.gov.uk

GabalfapipGabalfapip

www.cardiffyouthservices.waleswww.cardiffyouthservices.wales

Cardiff Youth ServiceCardiff Youth Service

02920615260 / 07976056220

PupilInclusionProject

Gabalfapip

Cardiff Youth Service (CardiffYouthService) (padlet.com)

http://www.cardiffyouthservices.wales/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCGOUjc1asziIvYT-q8Mjdnw
https://padlet.com/CardiffYouthService

